
10/12 March to Brown University Teach-in on Occupy.  
Teach-in was organized by professors and students in support of  
the movement.
10/15 OCCUPY PROVIDENCE Kick-off  March. Through 
downtown Providence, with stops  at key locations in local 
struggles. Rally at Burnside Park and beginning of  occupation.

10/17 Bank of  America Account Closures Marches (throughout 
the day). To downtown branch of  BoA to support people closing 
BoA accounts.
10/21-10/22 Occupy College Hill. Overnight encampment on 
Brown University Main Green on Friday night; march to Brown 
on Saturday morning; rally outside University Hall to present 
demands to University Corporation meeting.
10/24 Press Conference and March with Rally to Defend OP 
against City Injunction. To publicly read and present a letter to 
5IaWZ�<I^MZI[�INÅZUQVO�78¼[�QV\MV\QWV�\W�ZMUIQV�QVLMÅVQ\MTa�
10/26 Rally for a Stronger RIPTA. With RIPTA Riders in rally 
during RIPTA Board meeting to discuss service cuts. To demand 
transportation justice for the 99%.
10/27�5IZKP�NWZ�?WZSMZ¼[�:QOP\[��?Q\P�2WJ[�_Q\P�2][\QKM�IVL�
dozens of  unions through downtown Providence, stopping at 
several sites along the way to hear from speakers about various 
local labor struggles.

10/30�;WTQLIZQ\a�;]VLIa�QV�*]ZV[QLM�8IZS��<W�ZMINÅZU�7K-
K]Xa¼[�KWUUQ\UMV\�\W�ZMUIQV�QVLMÅVQ\MTa��_Q\P�M^MV\[�QVKT]LQVO�
an  interfaith service, community soapbox, rally, and community 
potluck dinner.
10/31 Corporate Trick-or-Treat in downtown Providence.  In 
Halloween costumes occupiers went trick-or-treating in down-
town Providence, stopping at Textron, GTECH, Bank of  
America and other corporate headquarters.
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OCCUPY PROVIDENCE DIRECT 
ACTIONS TO DATE 
By Will Lambek

In the following list, all marches are from Burnside Park unless otherwise 
noted. Each report follows as far as possible the structure: When the action 
occurred. Title and type of  action. Who any collaborators were. Where the 
action took place. Objective of  the action.

10/7 March and Rally against Corporate Education.  With 
X]JTQK�ML]KI\QWV�[]XXWZ\MZ[��;4)8��+,8-��2_2���W]\[QLM�,MXIZ\-
ment of  Education Building, to support students inside meeting 
with Education Commissioner Gist.
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BZW_V� ]VQ^MZ[Q\a¼[� ILUQVQ[\ZI\QWV� Q[� XZWJ-
IJTa� _Q[PQVO� Q\� PIL� \ISMV�5IaWZ� <I^MZI[¼�
back-room deal when it had the chance. 
While accepting the agreement would have 
cost Brown at least $4 million more per year 
in contributions to the city, it would have 
avoided provoking a very public debate 
IJW]\�_Pa� \PI\� V]UJMZ� Q[V¼\�U]KP� PQOPMZ��
Brown, an elite institution with a $2.5 billion 
endowment, is not currently legally obligat-
ed to pay any property taxes, even on its in-
come-earning properties. And so, ever since 
\PM�VM_[�JZWSM�QV�MIZTa�2IV]IZa�\PI\�*ZW_V�
PIL�ZMRMK\ML�\PM�KQ\a¼[�ZMY]M[\��\PM�Y]M[\QWV�
PI[�[PQN\ML�NZWU�¹_Pa�_WV¼\�I�JMVM^WTMV\�QV-
stitution like Brown give more money to the 
KQ\a'º�\W�¹_Pa�IZMV¼\�_M�\ISQVO�\PI\�UWVMa�
from them in the form of  property taxes?” 
       According to a recent investigation by 
Stephen Beale for GoLocalProv.com, Brown 

We the people of  Occupy Providence 
have successfully occupied Burnside Park 
since the 15th of  October, 2011. After 
maintaining a 24-hour-a-day protest, 7 
days a week, for more than 100 days, we 
XZWKTIQU�\PI\�\PM�XIZS�Q[�\Z]Ta�\PM�XMWXTM¼[�
park. Today we celebrate another vic-
tory: Occupy Providence has reached an 
agreement with the City of  Providence to 
open and fund a day center at Emmanuel 
House for Rhode Islanders who are cur-
rently without housing for the duration 
of  winter, in exchange for Occupy Provi-
dence agreeing to temporarily suspend 
the overnight tent occupation in Burnside 
Park. Occupy Providence is energized and 
committed to continue organizing, de-
fending the right to protest, and bringing 
awareness to economic injustices in our 
country. We are looking to 2012 as a year 

enjoys a unique status, even relative to the 
eight other universities, colleges, and hospi-
tals from which Mayor Taveras is also seek-
QVO� QVKZMI[ML� XIaUMV\[�� *MKI][M� *ZW_V¼[�
250-year-old charter declares, “the College 
estate … shall be freed and exempted from 
all taxes,” Brown skirts the exceptions that 
usually apply to property owned by non-prof-
its. These exceptions include property larger 
than one acre, and property not used directly 
for educational purposes; for example, 121 
Main Street, a section of  which Brown rents 
W]\�\W�0MUMV_Ia¼[�:M[\I]ZIV\���)[�I�ZM[]T\��
Brown “voluntarily” pays a mere $1.6 million 
QV�XZWXMZ\a�\I`M[���1N �Q\�LQLV¼\�MVRWa�IVa�XZM�
1776 exemptions, it would owe at least $4.6 
million under the current policy; if  Brown 
were fully taxed on all its properties, the bill 
would be more than $38 million annually.  
<I^MZI[�R][\�_IV\[����WN �\PQ[�TI[\�ÅO]ZM¸�I�

of  great change for the working class, and we 
intend to be pivotal to that change.
�������7]Z�LMKQ[QWV�\W�IKKMX\�\PM�+Q\a¼[�KW]V\MZ�
proposal for opening the day center does not 
ZMÆMK\�]XWV�\PM�MV\QZM\a�WN �W]Z�OWIT[�QV�XZW\M[\-
ing a system where the top 1% controls 46% 
of  the wealth, and the richest 10% controls 
more than 90% of  the wealth. Homelessness is 
a profoundly important issue that our city, our 
society, and our country need to address. For 
too long, homelessness and poverty have been 
\ZMI\ML� TQSM� I� XMZ[WVIT� LMÅKQMVKa� ZI\PMZ� \PIV�
I� NIQT]ZM� WN � W]Z� MKWVWUQK� [a[\MU�� 1V� \WLIa¼[�
economic climate, with many foreclosed upon 
_PW� VM^MZ� \PW]OP\� \PMa¼L� ÅVL� \PMU[MT^M[� QV�
the streets, we need to get honest about the true 
face of  homelessness and poverty in America. It 
Q[�ITT�WN �][��1\�Q[�\PM�!!��<PM�LIa�KMV\MZ�Q[�I�ÅZ[\�
step in recognizing the needs of  marginalized 
:PWLM�1[TIVLMZ[�_PW�ÅVL�\PMU[MT^M[�PWUMTM[[��

The City, the diocese and advocates all coming 
together on this agreement is an encouraging 
new beginning.
        However, this is only the beginning. We will 
continue to go after this culture of  corporate 
greed, “too big to fail” banks, government bail-
outs, and economic inequality, which is espe-
cially egregious in regards to race, sex, gender, 
age, and class. We will take every opportunity 
to stand against human-made climate change, 
and the systematic destruction of  our global 
ecosystems by the exponentially expanding in-
dustrial and military pollution now threatening 
W]Z�_WZTL��?M� ÅVL� \PM[M� Q[[]M[� \W� JM� [MTN�M^Q-
dently interconnected, and we are proud to an-
nounce the victory of  opening a day center for 
persons who would otherwise be up against the 
elements, day in and day out, during the harsh 
New England winter.

little less than $10 million a year.  
       In an attempt at damage control, Marisa 
Quinn, spokesperson for the Brown Presi-
LMV\¼[�7NÅKM�� KQ\M[� \PM� NIK\� \PI\�*ZW_V�LWM[�
pay taxes on more recently acquired, income-
producing properties. However, according to 
the agreement Brown reached with the city 
in 2003, those properties do, eventually, cease 
to be taxable. Brown will make “voluntary 
contributions . . . according to an agreed-
]XWV� [KPML]TM"� Å^M� aMIZ[� I\� ���� XMZKMV\� WN �
\PM� XZWXMZ\a¼[� M`Q[\QVO� \I`M[� I\� \PM� \QUM� WN �
X]ZKPI[M#�Å^M�aMIZ[�I\�������XMZKMV\�IVL�Å^M�
aMIZ[�I\�������XMZKMV\�º�)N\MZ�ÅN\MMV�aMIZ[�WN �
W_VMZ[PQX��ITT�WN �*ZW_V¼[�XZWXMZ\QM[�IZM�]T\Q-
UI\MTa�ZMUW^ML�NZWU�\PM�KQ\a¼[� \I`�ZWTT[��XW-
tentially permanently.
       In fact, it seems the university doth pro-
\M[\�I� TQ\\TM� \WW�U]KP��)� TM\\MZ¸�ZMTMI[ML�WV�

It’s Time to Tax Brown

Community Day Center Opens

By Lindsay Goss

The following speech was delivered to the people of  Providence and the media on the steps of  City Hall on January 24, 2012, by the Occupy Providence 
movement after successfully negotiating a community day center for the winter months.

Photo by Savanah Kite

Photo by Noa Nessim

OCCUPY PROVIDENCE:
OFFICIAL STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Occupy Providence is a gathering of  people who seek to ex-
ercise their right to freedom of  speech and peaceful assembly, 
QV[XQZML�Ja�XMWXTM¼[� WKK]XI\QWV[� [XZMILQVO� ZIXQLTa�IKZW[[� \PM�
globe. We occupy to demonstrate an alternative to the funda-
UMV\IT�QVMY]ITQ\a�IVL�QVR][\QKM�WN �I�[a[\MU�_PQKP�XTIKM[�XZWÅ\�
over people and oppression over liberation. We seek to give 
^WQKM�\W�\PM�!!�¸�\PM�UIRWZQ\a�WN �)UMZQKIV[��_PW�PI^M�VW\�
JMMV�ILMY]I\MTa�ZMXZM[MV\ML�QV�W]Z�ÆI_ML�XWTQ\QKIT�XZWKM[[�¸�
by means of  a truly democratic General Assembly. We believe 
in developing a society that is truly of, by and for the people. 
7]Z�QVLMÅVQ\M�WKK]XI\QWV�Q[�VWV�^QWTMV\��VWV�LM[\Z]K\Q^M��VWV�
discriminatory and harassment-free. Occupy Providence wel-
comes all people regardless of  race, gender, sexual orientation, 
gender expression, ethnicity, age, level of  ability, legal status, re-
ligious views or position on the political spectrum. We work to-
wards organizing a movement capable of  overcoming an unjust 
system and forming a new society within the shell of  the old.

Approved by the General Assembly on October 24, 2011

Photo by Paul Hubbard

PLEASE HELP US PUBLISH FUTURE ISSUES! 
Donate to the Occupied Providence Journal: www.occupyprovidence.com/opj-donations     
occupyprovidence.com  // facebook.com/occupyprovidence // twitter.com/occupyprov // livestream.com/occupyprovidenceri

occupyprovidence.com/opj-donationsFEBRUARY 2012 PRICE: 99% free!

This is what democracy looks like— in print! 

Photo by Mel St. Laurent
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Why We Should Support Public Transportation

Buses have considerable environmental advantages over cars, cost less 
for people to use, and promote economic development by helping peo-
ple get to work, school, and shopping. They also promote public health 
through encouraging moderate physical activity by walking or biking 
to bus stops. These points are well known. In a rational world, our 
leaders, in preparing Rhode Island for our future, would have already 
acted to preserve and expand Rhode Island Public Transit Authority 
(RIPTA) bus service. But there is also an even bigger reason to help 
:18<)��2][\QNaQVO�X]JTQK�\ZIV[Q\�Q[�XIZ\�WN �\PM�TIZOMZ�LMJI\M�IJW]\�\PM�
legitimacy of  all government services.
       Thirty years of  tax cuts for the 1%, deregulation of  banks and 
corporations, and cuts to public service have created a seriously unbal-
anced situation. The concentration of  wealth in the hands of  a few 
and the policies that perpetuate it are shameful, and contrary to what 
should be our shared values and treating others as we would wish to be 
treated. Meanwhile, the government is starved of  the revenue needed 
to secure a basic standard of  living for all our people, just as the ranks 
of  those needing assistance have grown to epic proportions.
�������<P][�_M�IZM�I\�I�LMTQKI\M�UWUMV\�QV�W]Z�VI\QWV¼[�PQ[\WZa�_PMV�
this lack of  balance has created an atmosphere of  uncertainty, fear, 
distrust, and anger. The dominant narrative has been that the govern-
ment is broke, the people are broke, and we can no longer afford the 
social safety net. The dominant prescription has been to subsidize our 
NIQTML�ÅVIVKQIT�QVL][\Za�IVL�W\PMZ�UMOI�KWZXWZI\QWV[�_PQTM�[IKZQÅKM[�
IZM�LMUIVLML�WN �\PM�XMWXTM¸�\PM�̂ MZa�XWTQKQM[�\PI\�PI^M�JZW]OP\�][�\W�
this point. Fortunately, now the Occupy movement has arisen to chal-
lenge this dangerous narrative.
       Contrary to myth, the US economy is bigger than ever, and its 
gross domestic product is over $14 trillion. The country is rich, but the 
money is largely in the hands of  a small privileged group. Does it really 
make sense to coddle them and cut services for the rest of  us? Since our 
MKWVWUa�Q[�[W�LZQ^MV�Ja�KWV[]UMZ�[XMVLQVO��LWM[V¼\�Q\�UISM�[MV[M�\W�
give help where it is needed?
        This is an area where those who care about the 99% should not 
back down. RIPTA is a battleground where we must stop appeasing 
the bullies and start pushing back and arguing for public services. And 

 

Look, there are those 
Occupy Providence people 
pitching tents in the city!

How do they get 
away with that?

Well, Brown University pays 
no city tax—they’ve been 
occupying Providence 
without tents for years! Comic by Dennis Boisvert

IT’S TIME TO TAX BROWN

COMMUNITY DAY CENTER OPENS

We hope this move can inspire the people of  Rhode Island 
to realize that the voice of  protest is a powerful one and 
that together we can achieve the changes we wish to see 
in our society. This day center is just one tangible piece 
of  proof  that a group of  concerned citizens can and will 
change the world. Occupy Providence will continue to 
stand in solidarity with the Occupy Wall Street movement 
and the hundreds of  other ongoing occupations around 
the country and the world. We send our deepest thanks 
\W�\PW[M�_PW¼^M�[]XXWZ\ML�][�ITWVO�\PM�_Ia��IVL�_M�QV^Q\M�
you to join us in continuing the struggle in 2012.
We are the 99%. Another world is possible.

(CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE)

Occupy Providence is part of  a national and international movement that 
is bringing democracy back to public spaces and forums of  the 99%. This 
publication will give voice to the democratic ideals and activities of  Oc-
cupy Providence while challenging the established ideas and dogmas that 
serve the 1%. As the movement spreads out from our original 24/7 protest 
I\�*]ZV[QLM�8IZS��\PM�782�_QTT�ZMXWZ\�WV�Q\[�XZW\M[\[��ZITTQM[�IVL�UIZKPM[#�
transmit the messages on its signs and banners; and vigorously debate its 
democratic ideas and issues.
�����<PM�7KK]XQML�8ZW^QLMVKM�2W]ZVIT�_QTT�ZMN]\M�\PM�UQ[XMZKMX\QWV[�IVL�
mischaracterizations of  the movement found in corporate mainstream 
media and record the actual words, beliefs, and actions of  the 99%.
������<PM�782�Q[�I�XIXMZ�NWZ�IVL�IJW]\�\PM�!!��?M�WN �\PM�!!�IZM�[WKQITTa�
and ideologically diverse but the Occupy movement continues to bring us 
together, fostering cooperation and understanding. We strive to be non-dis-
criminatory and non-violent as we collectively engage with the problems 
WN �W]Z�KQ\a�IVL�[\I\M��W]Z�VI\QWV��IVL�W]Z�OTWJIT�KWUU]VQ\a��<PM�782�_QTT�
explore solutions to the problems of  the 99% by encouraging informed 
discussion and debate.

¸<PM�7KK]XQML�8ZW^QLMVKM�2W]ZVIT�?WZSQVO�/ZW]X

This is what democracy 
looks like—in print! 

EDITORS: 2WIV�L¼)ZK#�8I\�.WV\M[#�8I]T�0]JJIZL#�+PZQ[�5]ZXPa#�:IVLITT�:W[M
LAYOUT:�2ILM�;\]ZU[�OTHER WORKING GROUP: Dennis Boisvert; Chris Gagnon; 
Rob Goff; David Slavin 

winning this battle will give us momentum for the next cause, and there 
are many waiting.
       Unless the US Congress and the RI General Assembly act soon to 
provide adequate and sustainable funding for public transit, RIPTA will 
NIKM�UI[[Q^M�[MZ^QKM�K]\[�VM`\�[]UUMZ�_PMV�I�����UQTTQWV�LMÅKQ\�TWWU[��
:18<)¼[�N]VLQVO�[\ZMIU�Q[�TIZOMTa�JI[ML�WV�I�Å`ML�KMV\[�XMZ�OITTWV�OI[�
\I`�\PI\�PI[�VW\�WVTa�VW\�SMX\�]X�_Q\P�QVÆI\QWV��Q\�PI[�IK\]ITTa�LMKTQVML�
QV�LWTTIZ[�I[�NWTS[�LZQ^M�TM[[�WZ�][M�UWZM�MNÅKQMV\�^MPQKTM[��1VLMML��W^MZ�
the last six years or so, the revenue per given cent of  gas tax has declined 
NZWU� IJW]\� ��� �UQTTQWV�aMIZ� \W� IJW]\� �����UQTTQWV�� R][\� I[�:18<)¼[�
diesel fuel costs have approximately doubled. If  this is not addressed, 
RIPTA projects the next few years will see the loss of  all holiday service, 
most evening and weekend services, and longer waits on many remain-
ing lines. ADA “RIDE” van services for the disabled will no longer be 
available to complement the discontinued services.
�������?M�PI^M�]V\QT�\PM�MVL�WN �\PM�TMOQ[TI\Q^M�[M[[QWV�QV�2]VM�\W�[\WX�\PQ[�
NZWU�PIXXMVQVO�IVL�_M�U][\�[\IZ\�VW_��)�ÅZ[\�[\MX�Q[�\W�OW�\W�aW]Z�VMIZ-
est computer and type “save ripta petition” into your favorite search 
engine or visit www.change.org/petitions/save-ripta to sign the petition. 
To do more, get involved with the new RIPTA Riders group (for infor-
UI\QWV��KITT�\PM�:1�;QMZZI�+T]J�WNÅKM������������WZ�KWV\IK\�aW]Z�TWKIT�
state Senator or state Representative and let them know you care. We do 
have real support from riders, community groups, and even some politi-
cal leaders. Together we can save RIPTA!

Barry Schiller is a former RIPTA Board member and a member of  RIPTA Riders.

Photo by Paul Hubbard

The House of  Compassion is a community residence in Cumberland, RI for 
those living with HIV/AIDS or with other diseases or disabilities. It opened 
in 1994 and has cared for over 900 residents. Occupy Providence members 
have formed Occupy the House of  Compassion, whose mission is to save the 
house, which is at the risk of  being auctioned off  for an overdue water/sewer 
bill. OP is attempting to raise $16,000.00 in order to save the house and to 
ZMXTIKM�\PM�WQT�J]ZVMZ�LM[\ZWaML�QV�I�ÅZM�WV�,MKMUJMZ�����������
Donations accepted at: www.houseofcompassionri.org 

To help support future issues of the Occupied Providence 
Journal, please visit: www.occupyprovidence.com/opj-donations

By Barry Schiller

(CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE)

2IV]IZa�����������Ja�\PM�*ZW_V�XZM[QLMV\¼[�WNÅKM¸�
a) chastises the city for its “high employee and re-
\QZMM�KW[\[º#�J��XWQV\[� ZMILMZ[� \W�*ZW_V¼[� ¹K]ZZMV\�
contributions” (which include employing people, 
hiring construction companies, and having students 
who do volunteer work); c) suggests the city follow 
*ZW_V¼[� TMIL� Ja� TIaQVO� WNN � _WZSMZ[� IVL� NZMMbQVO�
XIa#�L��WNNMZ[�\W�XIa����UQTTQWV�UWZM�I�aMIZ�NWZ�Å^M�
aMIZ[#�M��[Ia[�¹_M�ZMITTa�LWV¼\�PI^M�I[�U]KP�XZWXMZ\a�
as people think”; f) points out that Providence gets 
money from other institutions and from the state; 
and g) argues that Brown contributes to Providence 
by providing stable employment (see “c” above). 
       But most companies employ people, contract 
with other local companies, have employees that do 
community service, and also, in fact, pay property 
taxes. The real PR problem for Brown lies less in 
dispelling myths about what it “actually” contrib-
utes to the community than in convincing the aver-
age person that it is not a contradiction in terms 
NWZ�*ZW_V��\I`�M`MUX\�JMKI][M�Q\�Q[�I�¹VWVXZWÅ\�º�
to have administrators (and Goldman Sachs board 
members) on its payroll that make hundreds of  
thousands of  dollars, while providing a service so 
expensive that the vast majority of  Providence resi-
LMV\[�KIV¼\�JMOQV�\W�INNWZL�Q\��
    Brown is a corporation, and like any other corpo-

rate entity that has to compete for its market 
share, Brown shorts the city because exploiting 
tax loopholes makes good business sense. This 
Q[�_Pa�Q\�[PW]TLV¼\�JM�]X�\W�*ZW_V�_PM\PMZ�WZ�
not it pays for the city services it uses. Brown 
should be taxed, just like the rest of  us.
       So what do we do? We can support the city 
council members who are pursuing changes 
in legislation that would require property tax 
payments, and we can put pressure on Brown 
to make bigger “voluntary contributions” 
in the meantime. We need more pickets like 
\PM�WVM�WV�2IV]IZa�����������_PMV�W^MZ�WVM�
hundred Providence residents, including city 

workers and students, picketed outside 121 
Main Street. 
     In addition, we have to recognize that the 
students, faculty and staff  of  Brown Univer-
sity are not automatically the bad guys. In 
fact, most staff  and faculty members would 
JMVMÅ\�R][\�I[�IVa�W\PMZ�ZM[QLMV\�_W]TL��NZWU�
Brown ponying up its share; and students have 
long been a radical force in society, helping to 
pressure institutions from the inside. Everyone 
who believes in economic justice should join 
\PQ[�ÅOP\¸�IVL�_M�[PW]TL�_MTKWUM�\PMU�

>[Q\�\PM�7KK]XQML�8ZW^QLMVKM�2W]ZVIT�WVTQVM"
ONLINE: occupiedprovidencejournal.wordpress.com

Photo by Artemis Moonhawk

11/5 National Day of  Action against the Big Banks. With 
DARE and SEIU 615, march to Atwells Ave. Bank of  
America and rally outside while people closed their accounts.
11/17 Occupy City Hall Rally and GA. In lobby of  Provi-
dence City Hall, entering City Council chambers to support 
pro-Occupy resolution introduced in front of  the council.
11/19�2WJ[�6W\�?IZ��?Q\P�*ZW_V�)V\Q�?IZ�)K\QWV�IVL�
RIMC, march to headquarters of  Textron, Inc.; rally to pro-
\M[\�\PM�_IZ�MKWVWUa�IVL�_IZ�XZWÅ\MMZ[�[]KP�I[�<M`\ZWV�

11/20 Rally Against Foreclosures. With DARE and the Ten-
ant and Homeowner Association, outside an empty fore-
closed home, to highlight the foreclosure crisis and to support 
2][\�+I][M�TMOQ[TI\QWV��
11/29 World AIDS Day Action. With ACT UP RI, march 
to RI Department of  Health and to Senator Reed and 
?PQ\MPW][M�WNÅKM[�\W�XZW\M[\�J]LOM\�K]\[�\W�)1,;�;MZ^QKM[�
12/1 Occupy City Hall, pt. 2. March to Providence City 
Hall and  GA  in lobby.  With mic-check in Council chamber 
to pressure them to take action in support of  Occupy.

12/3�7KK]Xa�\PM�6QOP\"��?WUMV¼[�<ZIV[�/MVLMZY]MMZ�
and Queer Caucus sponsored evening including community 
soapbox, potluck dinner, march through downtown Provi-
dence, and dance party.
12/7 Stop “Achievement First” rally.  With CDPE, outside 
public hearing at Robert Kennedy Elementary on the mayor-
al push to have charter-school chain Achievement First open 
a franchise in Providence.
12/8 Stop “Achievement First” rally, part 2.  Same action 
outside second hearing at Alvarez High School.

12/9 Protest against the National Defense Authorization 
Act (NDAA). At event honoring Sheldon Whitehouse, picket 
against his vote in favor of  the civil-liberties-stripping bill.

12/10 State House, Our House. With RIHAP, RICH, and 
DARE,  march to State House, rally on steps. To protest fore-
closure and homelessness and to demand passage of  three bills 
to fund affordable housing, stop post-foreclosure evictions, 
and create a Homeless Bill of  Rights. Discussions on housing, 
community dinner, and sleep-out on the State House lawn.
12/14 Migrant Rights Vigil at State House. To rally outside 
meeting between We are all Arizona and Gov. Chafee.
12/15 Support Caregivers for Developmentally Disabled.  
Rally with SEIU and other unions at State House.
1/16 Stop “Achievement First” Part 3. Rally at State House 
with CDPE.
01/19 Occupy City Hall Rally and GA.  In lobby of  Provi-
dence City Hall, entering City Council chambers to support 
resolution to tax Brown University.
01/26 Counter-protest the Right to Life Rally at RI State 
House. Met up with allies in the RI Anti-Sexism League to 
[]XXWZ\�KPWQKM�IVL�_WUMV¼[�ZMXZWL]K\Q^M�PMIT\P�KIZM�
1/28 Victory Rally/March. Celebrate winning of  homeless 
day center.  Followed by park cleanup as we leave.
2/6�5IZKP�\W�)/�3QTUIZ\QV¼[�WNÅKM��8ZM[MV\�XM\Q\QWV�IOIQV[\�
lenient settlement with big banks committing foreclosure 
fraud and harrassing homeowners.

Photo by Savanah Kite

Photo by Susan O’Connell

Photo by Mel St. Laurent

Photo by Paul Hubbard

<PM�IJW^M�IK\QWV[�_MZM�ITT�WNÅKQITTa�XI[[ML�QV�^W\M[�WN �\PM�7KK]Xa�8ZW^QLMVKM�/MV� 
eral Assembly, an open democratic meeting of  the 99% where OP’s main decisions  
IZM�UILM��)]\WVWUW][�IK\QWV[�VW\�^W\ML�WV�Ja�78�QVKT]LM�.QLMTQ\a�1V^M[\UMV\[��+WV� 
vention Center actions; Student Debt march through Citizen’s Bank; support for Save  
our Pensions! rally; Joey Quits press conference; mall protest for Buy Nothing Day, etc.                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                     

11/1 Action and Press Conference for Immigrant Rights: 
“No to (in)Secure Communities.” To support the We are all 
)ZQbWVI�KWITQ\QWV¼[�ZITTa�IOIQV[\�UI[[�LMXWZ\I\QWV[#��UIZKP�
to the State House to present Governor Chafee with a co-
[XWV[WZML�TM\\MZ�LMUIVLQVO�IV�MVL�\W�:1¼[�XIZ\QKQXI\QWV�QV�
“Secure Communities” deportation program.
11/1 Picket of  Mayoral Fundraiser.  To pressure the Mayor 
to end efforts to evict the occupation from Burnside Park; 
with an alternative dinner for the 99% outside the event.
11/2�8QKSM\�)ZVM�,]VKIV��?Q\P�+,8-��,):-��:1�8MWXTM¼[�
Assembly and others to picket two events featuring U.S. 
Education Secretary Duncan for his stances in favor of  priva-
tizing education.
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In 1887, Providence dedicated an equestrian 
JZWVbM�[\I\]M�QV�\PM�KQ\a¼[�KMV\MZ�\W�)UJZW[M�-��
Burnside, who had died a few years earlier. The 
monument was the work of  Launt Thompson, 
a well-known New York sculptor. It depicted 
Burnside with his signature side-whiskers, in 
military uniform and holding binoculars, pre-
sumably to monitor a battle unfolding below. 
The statue was mounted upon a twenty-eight-
foot-high granite base. 
     The statue and base cost $40,000. About 
$16,000 of  the cost was borne by the City and 
State. The rest was raised by private subscrip-
\QWV�� _Q\P� LWVI\QWV[� ZIVOQVO� NZWU� \_MV\a�Å^M�
cents to $1,000. Rhode Island veterans of  
_IZ¸�UIVa�WN �_PWU�PIL�[MZ^ML�]VLMZ�*]ZV-
[QLM¸� UIZKPML� QV� \PM� KMZMUWVQIT� XZWKM[[QWV�
to the dedication site where several dignitaries 
gave speeches. While we have only the words of  
the One-Percent from this event, one assumes 

that the 99% were proud of  their native son, too. 
They helped raise the funds to build the monu-
ment, and they “voted with their feet” by partici-
pating in the dedication ceremony. 
     The monument stood for nearly twenty years 
in Exchange Place, facing City Hall, with horses, 
wagons, and carriages moving in all directions 
around it. 
   When the new railroad station and federal 
building were built at the turn of  the century 
and the open area was transformed into a park, 
the statue was moved further north and set upon 
I� ZMKWVÅO]ZML� JI[M� LM[QOVML� Ja� TWKIT� IZKPQ\MK\�
William R. Walker.
        Over the years, not everyone treated the mon-
ument with the respect that some felt it deserved. 
During the annual Arts Festival in 1969, the stat-
ue was “dabbed and splashed and brushed with 
almost all the colors there are,” giving it a “psy-
chedelic” look. Many complained that the paint-

ing spree was a “desecration and an insult to General 
*]ZV[QLM¼[�UMUWZa�º�?PQTM�\PM�PWZ[M�IVL�ZQLMZ�_MZM�
embellished with water-based paint, the base was dec-
orated with enamel paint that required sand-blasting 
to remove. The Superintendent of  Parks, however, 
seemed unfazed, commenting that “much worse 
\PQVO[�PI^M�JMMV�KTMIVML�]X��1�LWV¼\�\PQVS�\PMZM�_QTT�
JM�IVa�XZWJTMU��IVL�1¼TT�NWTTW_�\PZW]OP�WV�Q\�º
     Over forty years later Occupy Providence has 
again focused attention on the Burnside Statue, hold-
ing its General Assemblies at its base, covering the 
monument with signs and banners, tying a mask over 
\PM�[\I\]M¼[�NIKM��IVL�INÅ`QVO�I�ÆIO�\W�\PM�PWZ[M¼[�\IQT��
Most of  the signs and banners have since been re-
moved so that masking tape will not damage the sur-
face of  the structure. Nevertheless, the statue has be-
come the visual symbol of  Occupy Providence, with 
tents clustered around it in all directions.
      Whose statue is this? It is clearly our statue! When it 
comes to Burnside himself, however, most Occupiers 
know little about him besides the fact that he initiated 
sideburns and he was a Civil War general, apparently 
not a very good one. So. . .who was Burnside?
�����*]ZV[QLM�_I[��̂ IZQW][Ta��\PM�NW]VLMZ�WN �I�ZQÆM�_WZS[�
KWUXIVa��IV�WNÅKMZ�NWZ�\PM�1TTQVWQ[�+MV\ZIT�:IQTZWIL��
president of  the Providence Locomotive Works, a 
three-term governor of  Rhode Island, and, at the end 
of  his life, a U.S. Senator. However, Burnside was pri-
marily a career soldier who worked his way up to the 
rank of  Major General during the Civil War. 
      It is for his actions during that war that Gen-
eral Burnside is remembered. At the time of  the 

UWV]UMV\¼[� LMLQKI\QWV� QV� �  ��� *]ZV[QLM� _I[� I�
hero to Rhode Islanders. Yet, few outside the state 
ZMOIZLML� PQU� NI^WZIJTa�� 4QVKWTV¼[� T]SM_IZU� I[[M[[-
ment of  Burnside was that he was a “most merito-
ZQW][� IVL�PWVWZIJTM�WNÅKMZº¸�_PWU� \PM�8ZM[QLMV\�
had relieved of  his command of  the Army of  the 
Potomac after his disastrous defeat at Fredericksburg.  
      More recently, Civil War historians have consis-
tently ranked Burnside among the ten worst generals 
of  the war, labeling him “a military dunderhead” with 
a “disturbing record of  failure.” Burnside is scarcely 
a hero. 
        As a professional soldier before the war, he was re-
sponsible for the murder of  Apache in New Mexico. 
During the war, he led his men unprepared into bat-
tle, and through his strategic incompetence contrib-
uted to the deaths of  more than 900 soldiers at Fred-
ericksburg. Later, he denied the right to free speech to 
anti-war advocate Ohio Congressman Clement Val-
landigham, by arresting him. Later, he tried to close 
down an anti-administration newspaper in Chicago. 
       In civilian life, Burnside was an industrialist and 
likely to have been no friend of  labor. As a Gover-
nor and then U.S. Senator, Burnside was part of  a 
select group of  prominent native-born white men 
who looked out for their own interests rather than the 
interests of  the average Rhode Islanders, a growing 
number of  whom were working-class immigrants.
       Whose hero is Burnside? Not our hero. For that 
matter, not anyone’s hero.

Photo by Rob Go!

By Patricia Raub. /// Historical Photos courtesy of  Rhode Island Collection at Providence Public Library. For a full list of  sources, please visit occupiedprovidencejournal.wordpress.com/burnside

How Documentaries Can “Occupy” Our Minds

Corporations Versus the Free Market

A[�I�NWTTW_MZ�WN �\PM�)KILMUa�)_IZL[�KMZMUWVa�MIKP�aMIZ��1¼^M�VW-
ticed that Hollywood bestows more acclaim on documentaries about 
marching penguins or distant events in history than on those on con-
temporary political issues. However, some political documentaries have 
actually won awards in recent years, and the Academy has reluctantly 
given their makers a televised platform to amplify their message. For in-
[\IVKM��5QKPIMT�5WWZM�LMTQ^MZML¸�JMNWZM�QV\MZZ]X\QWV¸I�UMUWZIJTM�
speech condemning George W. Bush when Bowling for Columbine won 
in 2002.  In 2007, Al Gore spoke out about global warming after his 
Inconvenient Truth (directed by Davis Guggeheim) won an Oscar. 
     At the 2011 ceremony, Charles Ferguson, the director of  Inside Job, 
bravely took the opportunity to reach a global audience when he ac-
cepted the award for Best Documentary with these words: "Forgive me, 
1�U][\�[\IZ\�Ja�XWQV\QVO�W]\�\PI\�\PZMM�aMIZ[�IN\MZ�W]Z�PWZZQÅK�ÅVIVKQIT�
KZQ[Q[�KI][ML�Ja�ÅVIVKQIT�NZI]L��VW\�I�[QVOTM�ÅVIVKQIT�M`MK]\Q^M�PI[�OWVM�
\W�RIQT��IVL�\PI\�[�_ZWVO	
�1� TQSM�\W�\PQVS�\PI\�.MZO][WV¼[�UM[[IOM�_I[�
heard by a billion people around the world and fueled some of  the pres-
ent anger at the One Percent. 
        On Inside Job¼[������ZMTMI[M�QV�8ZW^QLMVKM��1�_I[�ZMUQVLML�WN �\PM�
power of  documentaries when an audience at a Sunday matinee at the 
)^WV�+QVMUI�J]Z[\�QV\W�[XWV\IVMW][�IXXTI][M�I\�\PM�MVL��<PM�ÅTU�Q[�
IJW]\�\PM�WZQOQV[�WN �W]Z�K]ZZMV\�ÅVIVKQIT�KZQ[Q[��I�[]JRMK\�_M�ITT�VMML�
to understand but one I never dreamed had any entertainment appeal.  
Yet Inside Job clearly succeeded in providing not only enlightenment, 
but also inspiration for a large Providence audience. Our engagement 
with the subject of  economic meltdown was not due to the narration 
by a Hollywood star, Matt Damon, nor the better-than-average cin-
ematography but, I think, more about our collective realization that 
LMKMQ\N]T�P]UIV�IOMVKa�_I[�JMPQVL�\PM�UQVL�JWOOTQVO�ÅVIVKQIT�TW[[M[�
on a global scale. There was also the satisfaction that came from follow-
QVO� \PM�ÅTU¼[� T]KQL� M`XTIVI\QWV[� WN � XZM^QW][Ta�JM_QTLMZQVO� MKWVWUQK�
complexity. 
�������*a�\PM�MVL�WN �\PM�ÅTU��\PM�KWVKMX\�WN �\PM�OTWJIT�MKWVWUa�_I[�VW�
longer only an abstraction and I actually had some inkling about the 
meaning of  the term "derivatives." Moreover, I could now associate the 
concept of  “unimaginable greed” with a few more faces than Bernie 
5ILWNN ¼[��?Q\P� \PM�PMTX�WN � \PM�ÅTU¼[�M`KMTTMV\�_MJ[Q\M� �P\\X"��___�
sonyclassics.com/insidejob/) and its countless links to supporting docu-
UMV\I\QWV�WV� \PM�KZQ[Q[�� 1�JMKIUM�[]ZXZQ[QVOTa�KWVÅLMV\� \PI\� 1�KW]TL�
argue with right-wing colleagues in the economics department of  my 
own college. 

that the words “people” and “person” in various amendments to the 
Constitution ought to apply to corporations as well as people. This 
IZO]UMV\�PI[�JMMV�][ML�QV�KW]Z\�\W�UISM�Q\�UWZM�LQNÅK]T\�NWZ�[\I\M��
local, or federal governments to protect the public from corpora-
tions. Allowing corporations to be considered people has brought 
us to a modern era where an executive of  Monsanto can step down 
from their position at Monsanto and walk right into a position in the 
Food & Drug Administration or the US Department of  Agriculture, 
the very government agencies that are meant to regulate them. And 
I[�QN �\PI\�Q[V¼\�JIL�MVW]OP��PM�WZ�[PM�_QTT�XZWJIJTa�[\QTT�JM�WV�5WV-
[IV\W¼[�XIaZWTT��ITJMQ\�I�TM[[�WNÅKQIT�WVM��
��������;QOVQÅKIV\�XIZ\[�WN �;UQ\P¼[�TMOIKa�IZM�W^MZTWWSML�WZ�NWZOW\\MV�QN �
it is believed that they no longer apply to our modern world, when, 
in reality, they apply now more than ever. Oftentimes, his biggest ac-
KWUXTQ[PUMV\�Q[�[IQL�\W�JM�\PM�LMÅVQVO�WN �\PQVO[�TQSM�\PM�¹QV^Q[QJTM�
hand” of  the free market or the creation of  the belief  that greed 
is good. But it is important to remember that while many consider 
;UQ\P�\W�JM�WVM�WN �PQ[\WZa¼[�ÅZ[\�MKWVWUQ[\[��PM�_I[��QV�NIK\��VW\�IV�
economist, but a philosopher. And as a philosopher, he always put 
the good of  society over the good of  the individual.

     Adam Smith wrote of  corporations, “Directors of  such companies, 
PW_M^MZ�� JMQVO� \PM�UIVIOMZ[� ZI\PMZ� WN � W\PMZ� XMWXTM¼[�UWVMa� \PIV�WN �
their own, it cannot well be expected, that they should watch over it 
with the same anxious vigilance with which the partners of  a private co-
partnery watch over their own . . . negligence and  profusion, therefore, 
must always prevail.” (Smith, Wealth of  Nations). The economic free-fall in 
2008 is a perfect example of  what Smith meant by that sentence. Massive 
LMZMO]TI\QWV�WN �ÅVIVKQIT�QV[\Q\]\QWV[�TML�\W�\PM�KZMI\QWV�WN �KWZXWZI\QWV[�
being “too big to fail,” and, thus, the economic bailouts so widely hated 
by Americans. The argument is that the bailouts were necessary to pre-
vent the so-called “Great Recession” from becoming any worse.  That 
may be valid; however, the real point is that under true Capitalism a few 
KWUXIVQM[�_W]TLV¼\�PI^M�JMMV�ITTW_ML�\W�KWUM�\W�LWUQVI\M�\PM�UIZSM\�
and make the bailouts necessary when and if  they failed. 
��������<PM�\MZU�¹\WW�JQO�\W�NIQTº�Q[�WVM�WN �\PM�UW[\�PWZZQÅK�INNZWV\[�\W�+IXQ-
talism in recent years.  This concept admits that certain corporations 
PI^M� IKPQM^ML� I� [][\IQVIJTM� KWUXM\Q\Q^M� IL^IV\IOM� IVL� \PI\� Q\¼[� WSIa	�
Not only are we acknowledging that these businesses have transcended 
perfect competition, but we are also making it clear that this type of  thing 
[PW]TL�JM�ITTW_ML�QV�WZLMZ�\W�XZM[MZ^M�W]Z�KIXQ\ITQ[\�[a[\MU��<PI\¼[�\PM�
economic equivalent of  trying to clean a dirty window with a used tissue.
������)VW\PMZ�LM^MTWXUMV\�)LIU�;UQ\P�_W]TL�PI^M�JMMV�PWZZQÅML�\W�[MM�
is the concept of  corporate personhood. This idea has been around since 
\PM��!\P�KMV\]Za��_PMV�\PM�ÅZ[\� NM_�KW]Z\�KI[M[� QV�)UMZQKI�KWVKT]LML�

WM¼ZM�ITT�NIUQTQIZ�_Q\P�\PM�\QZML�IZO]UMV\�IOIQV[\�XZWOZM[[Q^M�IVL�
TQJMZIT�XWTQKQM[#�\PMa¼ZM�TIJMTML�¹[WKQITQ[\º�IVL�¹IV\Q�KIXQ\ITQ[\º�Ja�\PM�
conservative right. Even the Occupy movement, while not aligned 
exclusively to the left or right, has been accused of  being a radical, anti-
capitalist movement. So, if  the biggest problem conservatives have with 
liberals is that they are anti-capitalist, then conservative thought must 
be a haven for Capitalism in its truest sense, right? 
       It appears that way on the surface, but once you get past all the phony 
laissez faire rhetoric, a different reality becomes evident. The conserva-
tive economist would tell you that corporations like Wal-Mart, Bank of  
America, and Exxon Mobil are the epitome of  Capitalism. And whether 
\PMa�JMTQM^M�_PI\�\PMa�[Ia�WZ�VW\��\PMa¼ZM�_ZWVO�
      When Adam Smith wrote The Wealth of  Nations, he made sure to 
make an example of  the 18th-century equivalent of  Wal-Mart: the East 
India Company. Smith was skeptical of  a company like the East India 
+WUXIVa�\PI\�KW]TL��IVL�LQL��JMVL�[\I\M�XWTQKa�\W�JMVMÅ\�\PM�NM_�I\�\PM�
expense of  the many. In his writing, Smith called for corporate reform 
that would prevent what he called “irresponsible, reprehensible, and im-
moral behavior” on the part of  the corporation; behavior such as to-
LIa¼[�?IT�5IZ\�NWZKQVO�\PMQZ�[]XXTQMZ[�\W�W]\[W]ZKM�RWJ[�QV�WZLMZ�\W�SMMX�
up with its demand for perpetually lowering prices, or General Electric 
paying absolutely nothing in federal taxes on the billions of  dollars they 
UILM�QV�XZWÅ\[�

�������<PM�ÅTU�Inside Job continues to instruct and incite as it circulates 
IZW]VL�7KK]Xa�KIUX[�IKZW[[�\PM�VI\QWV�IVL¸�UW[\�XZWJIJTa¸�\PM�
world. Here in Providence, the cameras of  members of  the Occupy 
movement such as Paul Hubbard, Phil LeStein and Robert Malin have 
documented the evolution of  the encampment at Burnside Park, re-
corded our frequent political actions, and live-streamed video to audi-
ences outside of  Rhode Island. Maybe the revolution will not be tele-
^Q[ML��J]\�LWK]UMV\IZa�ÅTU[�UILM�PMZM�QV�8ZW^QLMVKM��IVL�MT[M_PMZM��
can help to inspire it.  
�������-^MZ�[QVKM�5QKPIMT�5WWZM¼[��! !�ÅTU�Roger and Me examined the 
consequences of  deindustrialization and dared to question the deci-
sions of  then-CEO of  GM, Roger Smith, American audiences have 
shown an eager appreciation of  documentaries informing them about 
economic forces shaping their lives. In hindsight, the cinematic image 
WN �5WWZM¼[�JT]M�KWTTIZ�¹M^MZaUIVº� QV�I�JI[MJITT� KIX� ZIQTQVO�IOIQV[\�
corporate decision-making and showing sympathy for the unemployed 
[W_ML� \PM� [MML[� NWZ� \PM�7KK]Xa�UW^MUMV\� \W� ÆW]ZQ[P� [WUM� \_MV\a�
years later. It is no accident that Moore was an early supporter of  
7KK]Xa�?ITT�;\ZMM\�IVL�PMTXML�\W�ÅVIVKM�<PM�7KK]XQML�?ITT�;\ZMM\�
2W]ZVIT��_PQKP�_I[�\PM�QV[XQZI\QWV�NWZ�\PQ[�X]JTQKI\QWV���
���������7^MZ�\_W�LMKILM[��5WWZM¼[�ÅTU[�PI^M�WKK]XQML�\PM�UQVL[�WN �
ever-larger audiences with their entertaining lessons on the workings 
of  capitalism, observations on the lunacies of  a right-wing culture and 
WXMV�LMÅIVKM�WN �\PM�UQTQ\IZQ[\QK�\WVM�WN �)UMZQKIV�NWZMQOV�XWTQKa���<PM�
native of  Flint, Michigan, has also made us laugh in dark times. The 
UI[[Q^M�JW`�WNÅKM�[]KKM[[�WN �Fahrenheit 9/11 demonstrated that Ameri-
cans wanted an alternative voice to Bush-era presidential news confer-
ences or the views of  conservative pundits appearing on corporately 
owned news media. 
       I can still remember the undercurrent of  audience anticipation for 
I�ÅZ[\�[PW_QVO�WN �Fahrenheit 9/11 at the Providence Place Mall in 2004. 
1\�_I[�KTMIZ�\PMV�\PI\�XWTQ\QKITTa�MVOIOML�LWK]UMV\IZa�ÅTU[��M[XMKQITTa�
WV�I�TIZOM�[KZMMV�QV�I�UW^QM�\PMI\MZ��KW]TL�JM�I[�M`KQ\QVO�I[�ÅK\QWVIT�
ÅTU[� IVL� IT[W� TW\�UWZM� QVNWZUI\Q^M� \PIV� NWTTW_QVO� \PM�UIQV[\ZMIU�
news from day to day. Good documentaries reveal the big picture of  
what is going on in the world and, sometimes, help to connect us to 
MIKP�W\PMZ¸�R][\�TQSM�\PM�7KK]Xa�UW^MUMV\�
   
Robert Goff  teaches in the School of  Continuing Education at Providence College.

By Robert Goff

By Chris Gagnon

Photo by Chloe C

DEATH OF DEMOCRACY

As I sit here writing, we the people have lost one more freedom. 
Occupy Oakland has been shut down by authorities citing public 
safety issues, and a New York court has judged that public safety 
[]XMZ[MLM[�\PM�ÅZ[\�IUMVLUMV\�ZQOP\[�WN �\PM�XZW\M[\MZ[��0W_�PI^M�
we gotten to this point; the point where a right, so fundamental 
I[�\W�JM�UMV\QWVML�ÅZ[\�QV�\PM�*QTT�WN �:QOP\[��Q[�[M\�I[QLM�\W�[I\Q[Na�
some ephemeral concept such as public safety? Maybe I missed 
that day in civics class, but where is this public safety restriction 
mentioned in the Bill of  Rights, and what other rights are subject 
to this restriction? Perhaps trial by jury or due process? How about 
freedom of  religion, or maybe we should suspend the right to vote, 
because people might elect the wrong guy?

Short Musings

� � � � � � �;ILTa��\PQ[�Q[�VW\�\PM�ÅZ[\�
time in recent history that pub-
lic safety has been a reason 
for abridging the enumerated 
rights of  the people. Every day, 
people are unreasonably and 
intrusively searched at airports 
IZW]VL�\PM�KW]V\Za��8WTQKM�WNÅ-
cers use this excuse to justify so-
briety and seatbelt roadblocks. 
Crumbling cities around 
the country, like Detroit or 
Youngstown, contemplate forc-
ing people from their homes in 
the name of  public safety. As I sit here today writing, my soul cries. 
It cries for the death of  this fundamental right. It cries for the 
inevitable loss of  the others. It cries because I know the eventual 
endgame. That all of  our rights will be subject to the whim of  
capricious bureaucrats, who will throw around terms like public 
safety, national security, and terrorism to consolidate their power. 
And so begins the death of  our democracy. A death by inches.

By David Slavin

Comic by Dennis Boisvert

Photo by Rob Go!Photo by Chloe C ("ickr.com/photos/chloe-and-ivan/)



RI Company, Textron, 
Makes Cluster Bombs
The following is a copy of  a speech that I gave on November 19, 2011, on the steps of  Textron’s headquarters in downtown 
Providence in protest of  Textron’s manufacturing and distribution of  certain weapons and of  its practice of  outsourcing.

Living in the Story of the Wizard of Oz
The American Dream for workers lasted only thirty years, from 
\PM� �!��¼[� \W� \PM� �!��¼[�� �<PI\�_I[� I� \QUM�_PMV�)UMZQKI�UILM�
things. Unions were strong, workers were valued, and livable wages 
prevailed. Like the rest of  us, corporations and the wealthy paid 
their fair share of  taxes to support a strong nation. Paying taxes was 
patriotic. Owning a home and not struggling to raise a family was 
considered wealth.  At least some of  us lived in Kansas, and it was 
called the middle class. American workers moved into it proudly. 
       The wizards of  deregulation began achieving the upper hand 
QV�\PM��!��¼[���1V��! ���\PM�\WZVILW�XQKSML�]X�NWZKM�_Q\P�:MIOIV¼[�
election, and dropped us into Oz. Real wages, which had been ris-
QVO�[\MILQTa��JMOIV�\W�LMKTQVM�M^MV�I[�XZWÅ\[�[WIZML��/Q^MV�NZMM�ZMQV��
\PM�_QbIZL[�WN �JIVSQVO� \WWS� \PM� [WIZQVO�XZWÅ\[�_M�PIL�XZWL]KML�
and began lending it back to us as credit. The wizards of  commerce 
lured us to borrow with the glitter of  cheap goods and cheap food, 
bought with unlimited credit from our declining wages, thereby 
UISQVO�\PMU[MT^M[�UWZM�XZWÅ\[��<PMa�\MI[ML�][�_Q\P�\PM�XZWUQ[M�WN �
easy payments and vast wealth. 
�������*a�\PM�TI\M��! �¼[��I[�UIV]NIK\]ZQVO¼[�LMKTQVM�TML�\W�[PZQVSQVO�QV-
vestment opportunities, real estate became the new get-rich scheme. 
;WIZQVO�PW][QVO�XZQKM[�IVL�UWZ\OIOM[�_Q\PW]\�MY]Q\a�N]MTML�QVÆI\ML�
expectations of  return. Anyone could buy, especially when mort-
gage brokers being offered enormous kickbacks began falsifying 
TMVLMZ[¼�QVNWZUI\QWV��*a�������I�OZMI\�UIRWZQ\a�WN �UWZ\OIOM[�_MZM�
_PI\�\PM�JIVSQVO�QVL][\Za� Q\[MTN �KITTML�¹TQIZ� TWIV[�º�?PMV��ÅVITTa��

\PM�JIVSMZ[¼�OZMML�J]Z[\�Q\[�[MIU[�IVL�\PM�LMJ\[�_MZM�KITTML�QV��\PMa�
were caught like deer in the headlights. But the crooks were the ones 
that got bailed out!
         We continue to be robbed blind; there are no bailouts for those of  
us who trusted the process and played by the rules. With the vacuum 
power of  tornadoes, these wizards are sucking out every single drop of  
capital we contribute to sustain our society and keep it working. And 
they are sucking up not only our economic, but our civic capital, as 
_MTT��6W\�WVTa�LW�_M�VW_�PI^M�\PM�MKWVWUQK�XZWÅTM�WN �I�\PQZL�_WZTL�
nation, but, by creating an atmosphere of  terror, these criminals have 
either bought or coerced our politicians and judiciary into sabotaging 
our government and suspending our Constitution.
       David Intrator, a New York business consultant, recently pointed 
out that global corporations have no allegiance to nation states, but 
“only have allegiance to their shareholders and so there is a built-in 
contradiction to [any allegiance to the United States of  America].” 
They are not only un-American but anti-Capitalist. To see it that way 
would explain the worldwide nature of  the problem as an interna-
\QWVIT�X]\[KP��<PQ[�Q[�+WZXWZI\Q[U��TML�Ja�OTWJIT�KWZXWZI\QWV[�IVL�Å-
nancial institutions with no national allegiance. They have used their 
tornado-force power to mesmerize us, crushing our hopes and dreams 
and leaving a path of  devastation among working people worldwide. 
In this country just 400 families control 43% of  the GNP. 
�������AM\��1¼U�MK[\I\QK��JMKI][M�JZI^M�XMWXTM�WN �\PM�7KK]Xa�UW^MUMV\�
are hunkering down in public places to protest the theft of  our dream 

and our democracy. We, the people: Dorothy, Scarecrow, Tin Man 
and Cowardly Lion, have found our collective heart, brain, nerve 
IVL�KW]ZIOM��?M»^M�KWUM�W]\�WN �\PM�XWXXa�ÅMTL[�IVL�PI^M�LZI_V�
back the curtain. We know who you are, Wall Street! Despite the 
brutality of  your mercenary police departments, in New York, Chi-
KIOW��IVL�7ISTIVL��_M¼ZM�OWQVO�\W�ZMUIQV�XMIKMN]T�IVL�_M¼ZM�VW\�
OWQVO�I_Ia��?M�PI^M�ÅVITTa�I_ISMVML�\W�W]Z�W_V�XW_MZ�IVL�LQ[-
covered that we are the wealth of  this nation and our shift has hit 
your plan!
� � � � � � � ;W�VW_�� 1¼U� KITTQVO�WV� aW]�� \PM�!!�� \W�]VQ\M� IOIQV[\� W]Z�
oppressors: stop scapegoating your fellow workers; strengthen the 
]VQWV[#�LWV¼\�KI[\QOI\M� \PW[M�_Q\P�JMVMÅ\[��LMUIVL�\PW[M�JMVMÅ\[�
for all; support teachers and government workers; and boycott cor-
porate goods and services!  Circulate money into your communities 
(for every $1 spent locally, 45 cents stays in the community). Small 
banks and credit unions lend to small businesses, so use them. Ask 
local businesses to carry local food and goods. Remember: cheap 
goods are produced by cheap labor, so buy less and buy local!
       Our resources may be few, but we are the 99%: United, our 
pennies are riches. I never thought I would call myself  conservative, 
J]\�PMZM¼[�Ua�LZMIU"�1�_IV\�\W�OW�JIKS�\W�3IV[I[��\W�I�\QUM�_PMV�
I know who produces my food and my goods. I want to treat them 
ZM[XMK\N]TTa�IVL�XIa�\PMU�\PM�TQ^QVO�_IOM�IVL�JMVMÅ\[�\PI\�1�_W]TL�
want for myself.  I am proud to be a part of  the Occupy movement. 
Please join us!

Lisa Roseman Beade is the author of  The Wealth of  Nations: A People's History of  RI, a project commissioned by 
the RI Historical Society, which tells the story of  immigration to RI and the struggle & rise of  the middle class. 
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Dangers on the 
Road to Foreclosure

We are here today to protest the actions 
of  the Textron Corporation. Originally, 
Textron was a yarn-making company; now, 
however, it is in the business of  making 
deadly and inhumane weapons that are sold 
to both the U.S. military and to oppressive 
governments around the world. Textron is 
a maker of  cluster bombs, weapons which 
kill innocent civilians; in particular, children 
who pick them up accidentally long after 
\PM�ÅOP\QVO�MVL[��+T][\MZ�JWUJ[�IZM�JIVVML�
in many other countries: in fact, Textron is 
under sanction by countries including Bel-
gium, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, and 
Norway for its dealings in cluster bombs. 
Textron claims that its new “sensor-fuzed 
weapon,” which is designed to do wide-area 
damage, is not a cluster bomb; however, the 
U.S. military refers to it as CBU 97 or CBU 
105– CBU stands for cluster bomb unit. In 

Rhode Island has the highest home foreclosure rate 
in New England. If  your home has been foreclosed, 
or you are considering “walking away,” for instance, 
to rent or move in with family, there are some legal 
facts of  which you should be aware. Perhaps, even, 
aW]¼ZM� QV� \PM�UQLLTM�WN �WVM�WN � \PW[M� TWVO��LZI_V�
W]\�¹[PWZ\� [ITM[º�WZ�aW]¼ZM� \PQVSQVO�WN � RWQVQVO� \PM�
new wave of  voluntary or “strategic defaulters” who 
have decided to stop investing in your underwater 
home. 
� *]\�PW_�NI[\�KIV�aW]�Z]V�NZWU�¹LMÅKQMVKa�
judgments” and “banking recourse” laws? In Rhode 
Island, maybe not fast enough.
 Homeowner beware: approximately forty 
states have laws on the books that are blatantly 
bank-friendly. Rhode Island is a “recourse state,” 
UMIVQVO�\PM�JIVS�PI[�ZMKW]Z[M�\W�ÅTM�I� TI_[]Q\� QV�
court to grab your personal assets, such as other 
properties, land, or bank accounts, and may even 
garnish wages. These asset grabs and wage garnish-
ments by banks may have not yet begun, but there 
is reason to believe they will begin as soon as the 
banks catch up with the foreclosure free-fall.
 The business of  banking in many com-
UWV�TI_�KW]V\ZQM[�Q[�VW\�LMÅVML�Ja�[\I\]\M��J]\�Ja�
common law. World Law Direct explains: “Several 
states continue to adhere to the common-law rule 
that when a foreclosure sale does not yield at least 
the amount of  the mortgage obligation, the mort-
OIOMM�Q[�MV\Q\TML�\W�I�LMÅKQMVKa�R]LOUMV\�UMI[]ZML�
by the difference between the foreclosure price and 
the mortgage obligation.” Common law allows 
TMVLMZ[�\W�[]M�JWZZW_MZ[�LQZMK\Ta��I[�_MTT�I[�ÅTM�U]T-
tiple actions on the same mortgage default. 
 In the DEPCO v. Macomber case, which 
occurred during the infamous Savings and Loan 
scandal in the early 1990s, the Supreme Court 
of  Rhode Island reiterated that the homeowner 
U][\�XIa�I�LMÅKQMVKa�R]LOUMV\�\W�\PM�JIVS�JI[ML�
on the amount owed on the mortgage minus the 
“sale” price of  the home. In the approximately 
eleven non-recourse states, the bank can only take 
\PM�XZWXMZ\a��IVL�KIVVW\�[]M�QV�KW]Z\�NWZ�IVa�LMÅ-

ciency claimed to be owed to the bank. The states 
\PI\�KIV�JM�KTI[[QÅML�I[�VWV�ZMKW]Z[M�NWZ�ZM[QLMV-
tial mortgages are: Alaska, Arizona, California, 
Hawaii, Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, 
Oklahoma, Oregon, and Washington (and recently 
joining the list, Nevada). Thus, one task ahead 
of  Occupy Providence is to explore how Rhode 
Island can go about becoming a non-recourse, 
IV\Q�LMÅKQMVKa�[\I\M�
 If  you go with the short sale, current home 
sales in Rhode Island are taking way over a year if  
they sell at all; usually way past the period of  time 
\PM� PWUMW_VMZ� KIV� []Z^Q^M� ÅVIVKQITTa�� � ,]ZQVO�
this time, the bank will expect payments on time, 
and will likely reject any reasonable short sale of-
fer.  Why? Because banks are holding the cards and 
have lots of  options; among them, selling the mort-
gage to a possibly related entity, or suing the home-
W_VMZ�NWZ�LMÅKQMVKa�R]LOUMV\�QV�\PM�[\I\M�KW]Z\[��
 And there is yet another beast set upon the 
weary homeowner following foreclosure. Regard-
less of  whether the mortgage is recourse or non-
ZMKW]Z[M�� \PM� LMÅKQMVKa� R]LOUMV\� Q[� \I`IJTM� Ja�
the IRS. You will receive a 1099 from the bank on 
which will be reported your “income” from the sale 
WN �\PM�PW][M��<PI\¼[�ZQOP\��<PM�1:;�KWV[QLMZ[� \PM�
JIVS¼[�_ZQ\M�WNN �WV�\PMQZ�JWWS[�I[�QVKWUM�WV�aW]Z�
books. Nothing else quite makes as clear the notion 
that money is not real. 
 For the moment, a Congressional bill put 
forth in 2007 put a stop to this phantom tax until 
2010, and then extended it to December 31, 2012. 
It is currently unknown whether this date will be 
extended. Other options might be Chapter 7 bank-
ruptcy, Chapter 13 reorganization, or the simple 
NIK\� WN � QV[WT^MVKa"� \PI\� Q[�� QN � aW]� LWV¼\� W_V� IVa�
XZWXMZ\a��JIVS�IKKW]V\[��\Z][\[��M\K���\PMZM¼[�VW\PQVO�
to take from you. 
 There is no real incentive for banks to 
spend the billions of  dollars they got to help people. 
The money goes around but does not stop in your 
hands. We ask anyone interested or knowledgeable 
QV�\PM[M�[]JRMK\[�\W�XTMI[M�RWQV�][�QV�\PQ[�ÅOP\��)N\MZ�
all, you are the 99 percent! 

Activist Joyce Katzburg holds a sign at Burnside Park.

Photo by Chris Mongeau (chrismongeauphoto.com)

Photo by Joan d’Arc

Photo by  Gunther Nuissl

After Occupy Providence removed its tents in accordance with its agreement with the city, the city government had workers  
tear down the Info Booth (Above, left) the next day, Monday, January 30, 2012, which was not part of  negotiations.

Activist Patrick Connolly in Burnside Park, AKA The People’s Park

By Layne Frechette

By Joan d’Arc

the past, Textron has sold its attack helicopters to oppressive regimes, such as Turkey in its war against 
\PM�3]ZLQ[P�UQVWZQ\a�IVL�\W�+MV\ZIT�)UMZQKIV�LQK\I\WZ[PQX[�QV�\PM��!��[��<M`\ZWV¼[�WVTa�R][\QÅKI\QWV�
NWZ� \PM[M�IK\QWV[�_I[�XZWÅ\��5WZMW^MZ��IOIQV� QV�\PM�VIUM�WN �XZWÅ\��<M`\ZWV�PI[�[PQXXML�UIVa�WN � Q\[�
American jobs overseas to countries like China. Despite all this, Textron has been allowed to back its own 
charter school in town, the Textron/Chamber of  Commerce High School, which is named in Textron's 
PWVWZ��0W_�Q[�[]KP�I�\aZIVVQKIT�_IZ�XZWÅ\MMZ�JMQVO�PWVWZML�Ja�W]Z�KWUU]VQ\a'�?M�_IV\�RWJ[��VW\�_IZ	

By Lisa Roseman Beade. Adapted from a speech given at Occupy Providence, November 2011
Photo by  Jef Nickerson
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 WE ARE THE  99%


